
Rear Barn Door Table Fitting Instructions

Please Note the following before installation.

Fold down table requires assistance to be lowered down to a level position, hinge bolts are set tight for a
few reasons, to help eliminate rattles during transit, and for functionality i.e. The table can simply be
folded away without attaching bungee cords to allow full access to the rear cargo area. (Bungee cords
must always be attached during transit)

General maintenance is required for the following.

● Hinge bolts require silicone spray from time to time or when a squeak develops during opening
and closing.

● Retainer cord will eventually stretch, leveling the table can simply be done by adjusting the
retainer cord on the drop down table side.

Tools Required:

● Drill
● 9mm drill bit
● 4mm allen key
● Nutsert tool
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Fitting Rear Barn Door Table:

1. Remove the stock door panel from the right-hand side rear barn door. This should simply unclip from
the barn door.

2. With a 9mm drill bit, drill out the existing 10 holes, 4 across the top and bottom, and the two in the
middle on each side. These holes need to be made larger to fit the nutserts.
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3. Using a nutsert rivet gun, insert 10 nutserts into the holes. If you have not used a nutsert rivet gun
before watch the YouTube video by 4WD Adventurer showing you how it is done.
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https://youtu.be/YL79xTOIjkI


4. Once you have inserted the 10 nutserts, we recommend checking that they have been fitted correctly.
To do this insert the M6 bolts provided and double check that you can tighten the bolt without any
issues. It is recommended that you check each nutsert before fitting the table in the event one of them
is not fitted correctly. If you do have an issue with any of the nutserts, you will need to drill them out
with the 9mm drill bit and reinstall.

5. Now that the nutserts have been fitted and checked, you can bolt in the rear barn door table.
6. As the barn door table only weighs 4.5kgs you will be able to bolt this on your own easily.
7. Leaving the table closed, start by finger tightening the 4 bottom bolts first. Do not tighten with the

4mm allen key yet.
8. Once the 4 bottom bolts have been finger tightened, open the table and finger tighten the top 4 bolts.

You might need to move the table slightly to line up the holes perfectly.
9. Then add the 2 bolts in the middle on either side.
10. Once all bolts have been finger tightened, use the 4mm allen key to tighten each bolt. Make sure that

you do not overtighten these bolts.

DONE! Enjoy your new Barn Door Table.
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